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Resolution Minerals Ltd: Significant Farm-in
Agreement with Oz Minerals - Wollogorang

24.08.2021 | ABN Newswire

Adelaide, Australia - Resolution Minerals Ltd. (ASX:RML) (FRA:NC3) is pleased to announce the execution
of a significant, multi-year farm-in and joint venture agreement with copper focussed mid-tier mining
company, OZ Minerals Limited (ASX:OZL). The agreement will allow RML and OZL to fast-track the search
for copper discoveries on Resolution's Wollogorang Project (Project), located in the McArthur Basin in the
Northern Territory.

OZ Minerals is a modern mining company that's focused on creating value for all its stakeholders. As one of
Australia's largest copper producers, OZ Minerals owns and operates the Prominent Hill and Carrapateena
mines in South Australia. Collaboratively OZ Minerals and Resolution have a strong commitment to safety.

Material Terms of the Agreement

Resolution Minerals Ltd., through its wholly owned subsidiary, Mangrove Resources Pty Ltd (Mangrove),
entered into a binding Heads of Agreement - Farm-in and Joint Venture - Wollogorang Project with OZ
Exploration Pty Ltd (OZE), a wholly owned subsidiary of OZ Minerals Ltd. (OZL) (Agreement).

Under the Agreement, OZL can earn from Mangrove up to a seventy-five per cent (75%) legal and beneficial
interest in the mineral exploration tenements, EL30496, EL30590, EL31272, EL31546, EL31548, EL31549
and EL31550 (Wollogorang Project or Tenements), in the Northern Territory.

To earn a 51% interest in the Wollogorang Project OZL is required to undertake exploration activities of
$1.6m over an initial 2-year period (Minimum Commitment), a further $3.0m expenditure over a 3-year period
(Stage 1) as well as paying Resolution $0.3m for the VTEM survey undertaken by the Company in mid-2021.
A formal joint venture agreement (in line with industry standard terms) may be formed from the point that
OZL earns a 51% interest in the Project.

If OZL doesn't spend $4.9m within the 5-year period (to end of Stage 1), Resolution retains a 100% interest.

Resolution can elect to contribute at 49% interest (initial JV formed) or 25% interest following Positive
Financial Investment Decision (PFID). If OZL elects to discontinue sole funding after having reached a 51%
interest, OZL transfers 2% interest to RML for $1, and RML becomes the 51% owner and manager with OZL
diluting.

To earn a 75% interest in the Wollogorang Project, OZL must expend at least $1m per year over a further
5-year period to PFID. If either party's interest dilutes to below 10% that party's interest converts to a 2%
NSR. OZL can accelerate earning to any milestone by meeting the expenditure requirements early.
Over-spend in any stage is carried forward to the next stage.

- Resolution Minerals Ltd. and OZ Minerals Limited (ASX:OZL) enter into a Farm-in and JV agreement on the
Wollogorang Copper Project in the Northern Territory, Australia

- OZL can earn a 51% interest by spending ~$4.9m over 5 years

- RML may retain 49% interest by electing to participate from year 6

- If RML elects not to participate, OZL has the option to earn a 75% interest, by sole-funding and delivering a
Positive Final Investment Decision to Mine (at a minimum spend of $1m/year, OZL has a further 5 years to
complete)

- Resolution remains Operator during the Earn-in period with technical input from OZL

Managing Director, Duncan Chessell comments

This is a very exciting development for Resolution's shareholders. Copper is a fundamental ingredient to the
renewable energy future of the planet. Resolution Minerals is very pleased to be a partnering with copper
focussed producer OZ Minerals, to explore together for copper at Resolution's Wollogorang Project in the
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Northern Territory.

The JV agreement with OZ Minerals, is recognition of the copper prospectivity of the Wollogorang Project. In
particular the results of our recent air-borne VTEM geophysics survey that identified dozens of untested
conductors and highlighted the sedimentary hosted copper potential of the project. The partnership with OZ
Minerals has secured long-term funding, technical exploration collaboration and mining expertise to explore
the current identified targets with potential to discover the next large-scale copper mine in the Northern
Territory. The 25% carried interest for Resolution to decision to mine is a significant value add for RML
shareholders without dilution.

The Wollogorang Project is located within the McArthur Basin which hosts the world class McArthur River
lead-zinc Mine and is surrounded by mid-tier and major companies including BHP, Rio Tinto and Teck. The
Northern Territory ranks in the Top 20 of the best mining jurisdictions in the world by the Fraser Institute
(2020) and is relatively underexplored. RML recognises the potential within the Northern Territory to host
large scale undiscovered mines.

This Agreement allows Resolution to advance two major projects simultaneously - the other being the
64North Gold Project in Alaska which surrounds Northern Star's (ASX:NST) 11Moz Pogo Gold Mine - putting
the company in a very strong position as a junior explorer.

To view tables and figures, please visit:
https://abnnewswire.net/lnk/ZZL8J8KN

About Resolution Minerals Ltd:

Resolution Minerals Ltd. (ASX:RML) is a mining company engaged in the acquisition, exploration and
development of precious and battery metals - such as gold, copper, cobalt, and vanadium.

The company is led by Managing Director Duncan Chessell and an experienced team with proven success in
corporate finance, marketing, metallurgy and geoscience. This equips Resolution Minerals with the tools to
meet the changing demands of the mining markets.

Resolution Minerals Ltd. Listed on the ASX in 2017 with a focus on the exploration of the Wollogorang
Copper Cobalt Project. It has since aquired the Snettisham Vanadium Project and more entered into a
binding agreement witth Millrock Resources to earn up to 80% of the highly prospective 64North Gold
Project.

Source:
Resolution Minerals Ltd.

Contact:

Duncan Chessell Managing Director duncan@resolutionminerals.com Julian Harvey Investor Relations
j.harvey@resolutionminerals.com
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